
 

 

Career Reflections  

It’s that time of year when we often pause to reflect on our goals and ambitions as we approach the holiday season. What goals 

have I achieved? What’s next for me? It is also a season when many of us ponder deeper questions. Do I have a greater purpose? 

Am I in the right career or even the “right” job? 

Pariveda is intentionally designed to support you through these times and questions. You are in the best organization to answer 

them. Consider your purpose as a Fin: striving to achieve your highest potential. You determine your purpose. Pursuing it 

eventually leads you to help others fulfill their potential and purpose too. Our organization is sustaining and supportive as it is 

easier to achieve your highest potential surrounded by others who are also striving to fulfill their purpose.  

We are developing you into an effective executive within our organization. You are in charge of choosing your Fins and friends; 

and, as an executive, your clients. If you want to reinvent an industry, pick one. They all face dramatic transformations as a 

result of advances in the global economy and information technology. Some of your development as an executive comes from 

finding and solving our clients’ most challenging business problems. The majority occurs through our unique approach to your 

career, coupled with our deep commitment to lifetime relationships. 

That leaves us with the “right” job question. We have four jobs. One is right for you now. Your next job is ready for you as soon 

as you are. You advance at your own pace: 

• Launch Your Career: You learn how to work on a team. Earn your first major 

promotion proving you’re a worthy member of anybody’s team anywhere. 

• Develop into a Manager: You develop into a leader of teams. It opens many 

doors, especially in a business world that prefers experience over potential.  

• Develop into a Junior Executive: You practice and hone leadership skills so that 

senior management entrusts you with client relationships, entire departments 

and projects.  

• Develop into a Senior Executive: You can accomplish almost any purpose within 

an organization, between organizations or start an organization. All of these are 

possible within Pariveda’s design. 

At Pariveda, you can self-actualize in any of these jobs as they provide opportunities to appreciate others and be inspired by 

what we can accomplish together. Enjoy this season with your families, friends and Fins as you consider the possibilities of next 

year on your journey to your fullest potential. 
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